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Stop the Drain!
Dollar-Saving Tips for Dairies

There Are $$ in Those Genes

In today’s fast-paced dairy industry, we look for quick fixes and instant results. The game of genetics is long-term. But it is a game worth playing because the results are permanent. Producers often fail to appreciate the bottom line impact of genetic programs. Results are not realized for three to four years, but over time genetic improvement in a herd can increase profits.

With Multiple Component Pricing (MCP) in place, 70 to 75 percent of your pay check is based on pounds of fat and protein shipped. Therefore, this may call for new strategies in selecting sires. In the past, volume of milk produced drove milk price. The shift to payment based on pounds of components shipped, suggests a shift in selection criteria from milk yield to component yield.

Approximately 30% of the variation in yield traits (heritability) is related to the genetic make-up of the animal. Since genetic variability exists for these traits, it is possible to increase components by choosing sires with those traits. Although genetic correlations between milk yield and fat or protein yield is high, it is not perfect. Selecting sires solely on the basis of milk yield may not improve the component yield trait enough to increase the amount of protein and/or fat you are shipping. Since the percent fat and protein increases as yield decreases, place selection emphasis on yield not percent. When using indices, keep in mind USDA calculates several that incorporate pounds of fat and pounds of protein. Study the indices and choose the one that reflects how you are paid for your milk.

Another concern in sire selection is intensity. The fewer traits selected, the greater the intensity. Selection for several traits simultaneously can have a detrimental effect on traits of major economic importance. Each additional trait selected reduces intensity from the economically-important traits. With today’s shift to MCP, selecting sires based on pounds of fat or protein, or a calculated index that reflects this new pricing strategy, will be financially beneficial. Select traits that return dollars. Yield is still important, of course, but pounds of fat and pounds of protein are the keys to increasing your pay price and conquering the Dollar Drain.
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